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though this is the first prototype title from rockstar after the brief hiatus of 2009’s dreamcast offering prototype 2 and the original’s 2004 release, it can in no way be considered a throwback to the original game. it’s actually got more in common with the slightly wiser sequel which
wouldn’t put out for another year. visually, it looks like a clean version of the playstation 3’s fat. performance-wise, it more than lives up to the promise of its engine - even on the 360. the multiplayer is the best for the series, and would have done a great job of setting aside the

original’s tenuous melee title. in fact, the game makes clear reference to its host title, with the player character seemingly having a direct link to the hero of the original. musically, the soundtrack is, if anything, even better. the biggest and most noticeable difference is the addition of
various new instruments, bringing the total up to around 80. beyond that, the songs are exactly the same as before - and, to be honest, that’s the last thing i was expecting. there’s no sign that the team has listened to what people wanted to hear in the original, or listened to the

criticisms of prototype 2 - it’s something they genuinely didn’t need to do. gone is the way the soundtrack supports the action, but the soundtrack no longer supports the action. it’s much more restrictive now - the music will fit a certain tempo, but there’s little you can do in terms of
story or creative storytelling to justify the lack of development of the theme. still, there are a few stand-out tunes, such as a remix of the original’s theme which is the best it’s ever sounded, and which sounds bizarrely fresh and exciting alongside the constant e3 press conferences.

don’t get me wrong - there’s some great stuff in the game, but it’s the one area where rockstar could have really used a much needed boost.
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the action will take place in a packed metropolis, which, by a terrible coincidence, was susceptible to infection by a deadly virus. every day the situation worsens, and this epidemic covers more and more new previously uninfected areas. the human race is in grave danger.
the main character was once a scientist who specialized in chemistry. fate brought him to the district captured by the virus, and from complete strangers, he manages to find out information about what is happening in the past parts. you will take on the role of this man

who managed to adapt to a terrible disease and after that he showed supernatural skills and strong immunity. here you are faced with the task of going through a thorny path filled with dangerous adventures in order to find a closed laboratory. and already there you can
find out who needed to develop and implement such a terrible weapon. in prototype 3 you need to find an antidote and thereby save people from a deadly disease, download via torrent if you like such missions. on the other hand, although v-sync is thankfully engaged

during in-game cut-scenes, torn frames appear in long clusters during gameplay on 360. this isn't restricted to the upper 10 per cent overscan area of most hdtvs either, but instead runs down its entire height and chops the screen in half for long spells of play, and can be
particularly distracting. this at least keeps the game's refresh up to relatively playable speeds, but is far from ideal for the iq purist, and the performance gains are rarely enough to match the smoother output on sony's console. 5ec8ef588b
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